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all the education and experience, all the contacts you needed to achieve any goal. what would you do then? d.
buy a spiral notebook and write in it every day. begin by writing out ten goals in the present, positive and
personal tense. personal evaluation toolkit 2016-2 - the habit factor - being totally broke and miserable
to multi-millionaire.). as i shared; i struggled with things like discipline, focus and goal-achievement. so, what
did i do? ... dream and travel five years into the future. look back and envision you could wave a magic wand
without concern for how it would happen… what features dyslexia - socially misunderstood - have some
magic wand. it is because, when properly stimulated, dyslexics have it ... who can “see” the design of a future
building or locomotive be able to learn to ... millionaire” found that 40% of british millionaires had dyslexia,
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